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Abstract
In this era of information explosion, conflicts are often encountered when
information is provided by multiple sources. Traditional truth discovery task
aims to identify the truth – the most trustworthy information, from conflict-
ing sources in different scenarios. In this kind of tasks, truth is regarded as
a fixed value or a set of fixed values. However, in a number of real-world
cases, objective truth existence cannot be ensured and we can only iden-
tify single or multiple reliable facts from opinions. Different from traditional
truth discovery task, we address this uncertainty and introduce the concept of
trustworthy opinion of an entity, treat it as a random variable, and use its dis-
tribution to describe consistency or controversy, which is particularly difficult
for data which can be numerically or categorically measured. In this study,
we propose a Trustworthy Opinion Model (TOM) to model its controversy
and consistency, which focusing on both quantitative and categorical opin-
ion. The model use a Kernel Density Estimation based uncertainty-aware
approach to estimate its probability distribution, and summarize trustwor-
thy information based on this distribution. Experiments indicate that TOM
not only has outstanding performance on the classical numeric truth discov-
ery task, but also shows good performance on multi-modality detection and
anomaly detection in the uncertain-opinion setting.
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Chapter 1 Introduction and Background
1.1 Introduction
In this era of information explosion, numerous claims about the same ob-
ject can be collected from multiple sources. Examples include city weather
information found through different websites, product rating scores collected
from different customers, and gun control comments provided by different po-
litical parties. However, extensive amount of such data, either quantitative or
categorical, includes obvious controversial claims. These claims are usually
not consistent and conflicts may appear from different sources. Therefore,
how to model the controversy between claims, specifically integrating and
summarizing conflicting claims as well as finding out trustworthy informa-
tion from multiple sources, becomes a challenge.
1.2 Trustworthy Opinion
Truth Discovery. To solve this problem, a series of truth discovery mod-
els were developed, where the concept of truth is implicated as a fact or a set
of facts which can be consistently agreed. A straightforward approach to solve
this problem for categorical data is to take the majority as the truth. For
numeric data, mean or median can be regarded as the truth. These straight-
forward methods regard different sources as equally reliable, which may fail
in scenarios where data are not clean enough and inputs are contaminated
by unreliable sources, such as out-of-date websites, faulty devices and spam
users. Therefore, several methodologies have been developed to overcome
this weakness by estimating source reliability and trustworthy information
simultaneously [1–15].
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Truth or Trustworthy Opinion? We notice that because of the objec-
tivity of truth, the output for an entity from most existing truth discovery
models is a fixed value while other pieces of information are discarded. How-
ever, the objective truth may not be found or the existence of it cannot
be ensured for a number of cases. For example, the exact decline time for
Maya civilization remains a mystery, the number for Apple Watch sales is
kept secret to the public, and the necessity of gun control is still under fierce
debate. For such category of problems, answers of multiple versions from
multiple sources stay active, which greatly invalidate the power of traditional
truth discovery approaches. In these cases, we can only summarize reliable
facts from opinion claims provided by multiple sources. Some of these enti-
ties may have only one dominant fact while others may have multiple reliable
representative opinion instances. We can provide several real-world scenarios
as follows.
• The correct answer may be controversial because of the ambiguity of a query
or lack of certain conditions, but dominant answers can be summarized
for reference. For example, in the social sensing task, data from sensors may
tend to be divided into different clusters because of unobserved conditions,
and representative centers can be concluded.
• People’s feedback regarding to a product or a business may be controver-
sial because of the subjectivity, but trustworthy opinion instances can be
summarized. For example, in the review rating summarization task, Ameri-
can audience’s rating distribution and Chinese audience’s rating distribution
may be different for an American TV show related to China, such as Marco
Polo (2014), due to the cultural difference..
• The existence of truth cannot be found or ensured for some open questions
and confidential statistics, but single or multiple promising candidate an-
swers can be concluded. For example, the potential cause of a particular type
of disease could be an open question. However, if we retrieve it from medical
literature, one or several promising causes can be found.
Since truth can only be represented by a fixed value or a set of fixed
values, to model all above controversial scenarios, we need to replace the
concept of truth by the concept of trustworthy opinion (opinion as short-
hand) of an entity. To preserve the uncertainty of opinion, we will regard the
opinion as a random variable and find its distribution to describe the con-
sistency and controversy. Therefore, in the following chapters, we propose
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and study on a Trustworthy Opinion Model (TOM), which uses a Kernel
Density Estimation based uncertainty-aware approach to estimate its prob-
ability distribution, and summarize trustworthy information based on this
distribution.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. We illustrate our problem
overview and setting in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes our model for this
trustworthy opinion discovery task. Chapter 4 presents our experimental
results. We then provide conclusions and future directions in Section 5.
1.3 Related Work
Various truth discovery models have been proposed to handle different
scenarios [1–4, 6–17] and these methods are summarized in a recent sur-
vey [18]. TruthFinder [16] is a Bayesian based iterative approach to esti-
mate the truth and source reliability. The source consistency assumption in
TruthFinder has been broadly applied in following-up studies. Then source
dependency is considered in [17] and another model AccuCopy is proposed
to solve this problem. As most truth discovery models, TruthFinder and
AccuCopy are designed for categorical data but they both can be extended
to handle numeric data by applying a similarity measure between claims.
The extended version of AccuCopy is called AccuSim. In addition, par-
ticularly for the numeric data, a Bayesian framework GTM [5] is proposed
to infer the real-valued truth and source reliability level. TBP [15] can
be regarded as an extension of GTM to handle different difficulty levels of
questions and to eliminate source bias. In [12], an optimization framework
CRH can be applied on heterogeneous data, where categorical and numeric
data can be modeled together. It is noticed that most sources provide a few
claims while only limited sources provide a number of claims. Thus in [11],
this long-tail phenomenon is studied and a model CATD is proposed, in
which the confidence interval of the source reliability is adopted to tackle
this problem.
LTM [7] is a probabilistic graphical model where multiple values of truth
are allowed. Notice that our uncertain-opinion assumption is different from
this multiple truth assumption. In LTM, a reliable claim needs to include
correct values and exclude wrong values as often as possible. However, in our
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study, trustworthy opinion is a random variable and multiple representative
values can be summarized. A reliable claim can contain either one of these
values. Fundamentally we do not estimate the “recall” of a source.
Apart from the truth discovery, some existing studies focused on the prob-
lem of statement truthfulness discovery. T-verifyer framework [19] is pro-
posed to verify the truthfulness of fact statements. However, rather than
finding out the truth from different claims, T-verifyer determine whether a
given statement is true by means of submitting the it to search engines.
Besides, the major technique in this study is inspired by kernel density esti-
mation. Standard kernel density estimation (KDE) [20] is a non-parametric
approach to estimate density function of a random variable. Since stan-
dard KDE may be sensitive to outliers, robust kernel density estimation
(RKDE) [21], which is based on the idea of M-estimation, is proposed to
overcome this limitation. However, the weight of each component function in
RKDE is estimated based on a single entity rather than all the provided en-
tities. Therefore, RKDE cannot estimate source reliability scores as precise
as the Step I of our Trustworthy Opinion Model (TOM) does.
On the other side, after the distributions of categorical opinions are es-
timated, we propose to find representation values based on clusters, which
is determined by source dependencies. Several truth discovery works con-
sider dependence between data sources. DEPEN [22] uses Bayesian analysis
to decide dependence between sources and design an algorithm that itera-
tively detects dependence and discovers truth from conflicting information.
However, this model only considers copying dependence relationship between
sources and can not work for partial copying. Later, another model MSS [23]
proposes a probabilistic model to jointly assess the reliability of sources and
find the truth, meanwhile considers the source dependence. It uses latent
group structure among dependent sources, and aggregate the information at
the group level rather than from individual sources directly. The performance
of this model highly relies on the concentration parameter κ of stick breaking
construction. In addition, this model can hardly say to be interpretable.
Furthermore, this paper is much different from traditional opinion extrac-
tion and summarization task. Traditional opinion extraction and summariza-
tion is to extract informative words, summarize sentiments and associated
degrees from given documents [24], where documents are treated indepen-
dently and equally. In contrast, this paper focuses on identifying the trust-
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worthiness of opinion, which is based on extracted informative opinion claims
instead of raw documents. Specifically, our task is to find reliable opinion
distribution from claims provided by multiple sources.
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Chapter 2 Problem Overview
2.1 Opinion Uncertainty
Most truth discovery models designed for categorical data can provide a
trustworthiness score to each claim and assign the one with the largest score
to be the truth of this entity. This score indeed can be regarded as a reflection
of probability for a claim of being chosen as truth. However, it is nontrivial
to model this kind of information in an uncertainty-aware way because in ex-
isting numeric truth discovery models, it is believed that the truth is a single
value and the uni-modal distribution for the truth is assumed or implicated.
For entities of which categorical or quantitative opinions are controversial,
this uni-modal assumption may cause a loss of valuable information. And
two toy examples, one for categorical opinion and the other for quantitative
one, are shown below for illustration.
Example 1. Table 2.1 is a toy example to illustrate uncertain categorical opinion,
which is composed of four cities and seven websites sources providing claims
about the weather condition for each city on a specific time. In this example,
source website herald acts as an outlier source. On the other hand, opinions
of Los Angeles, Salt Lake City and Champaign may be consistent while the
opinion of Chicago may be controversial.
Example 2. Table 2.2 is a toy example to illustrate uncertain quantitative opin-
Los Angeles Salt Lake City Champaign Chicago
accuweather clear cloudy - rain
cnn clear cloudy - cloudy
climaton clear sky - rain cloudy
uswx clear clear rain rain
herald snow snow rain snow
weatherforyou - - rain rain
yahoo clear clear - cloudy
Table 2.1: Example 1: A toy example for categorical trustworthy opinion
discovery.
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Figure 2.1: Probability density estimation for Entity 2 in Example 1.
Entity 1 Entity 2 Entity 3 Entity 4
Source 1 1.00 3.00 1.00 0.95
Source 2 1.10 3.10 0.90 1.00
Source 3 0.90 -3.00 - -
Source 4 - -3.10 1.10 1.05
Source 5 5.00 5.00 -5.00 5.00
Source 6 - -2.90 - -
Source 7 - -3.05 - -
Table 2.2: Example 2: A toy example for quantitative trustworthy opinion
discovery.
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Figure 2.2: Probability density estimation for Entity 2 in Example 1.
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ion, which is composed of four entities. Claims are provided from seven
sources. In this example, opinions of Entity 1, Entity 3 and Entity 4 may
be consistent while the opinion of Entity 2 may be controversial.
When we apply traditional categorical truth discovery models Example 1,
since only one truth is assumed, the weather condition for Chicago must be
chosen between rain and cloudy. First, it is very hard to determine which
claim is the correct weather condition merely from the information in the ex-
ample. In addition, there is usually no objective truth exists for the weather
condition. The conflicts of the claim may be caused by the sensors located
in different areas of the cities, or by the slight difference the time when data
is recorded.
When we apply traditional quantitative truth discovery models on Exam-
ple 1, due to the uni-modal implication, the truth estimation for Entity 2
may shrink to a value between two modes “3” and “-3” and source reliability
cannot be estimated appropriately. Even if we can specify the multi-modality
of the data, it is difficult to identify the number of modes so that parametric
approaches can hardly be applied to solve this problem.
To solve the problem of trustworthy opinion discovery from multiple sources
for both categorical and quantitative opinion, we need to overcome several
challenges as follows. Firstly, how can we preserve the uncertainty of opin-
ion and model the source reliability simultaneously? Secondly, if the reliable
underlying opinion distribution is obtained, how can we find the truth from
this if we know truth exists for an entity? Also, how can we summarize rep-
resentative quantitative opinion instances if we are not sure about the truth
existence?
2.2 Overview of Proposed Method
In this study, we propose the Trustworthy Opinion Model (TOM), which
is an uncertainty-aware method to summarize categorical and quantitative
trustworthy opinion information from multiple sources. The general workflow
is described as two parts.
• Part I: We estimate opinion distributions of entities which are rep-
resented as probability density functions (pdf ). Specifically, we in-
troduce a nonparametric method of Kernel Density Estimation from
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Multiple Sources, which iteratively estimate the opinion distribtuion
and the source reliability.
• Part II: If truth exists, we estimate the truth from obtained opinion
distribution. Two cases may happen: 1. if truth existence can be en-
sured, we report the representative opinion with the largest probability;
2. if truth existence cannot be ensured, then we report representative
opinion instance(s) based on estimated opinion distribution.
The philosophy of Part I is similar to the standard Kernel Density Esti-
mation (KDE) [20], except it in addition consider the source reliability. To
model the shape of a probability density function (pdf ), a straightforward
approach is drawing histogram, which can be applied to categorical data. For
quantitative data, it is usually not smooth enough. By applying kernel tech-
nique, we can add continuity over bins and obtain a smooth pdf estimation
– kernel density estimation (KDE). Another advantage using kernel is that
we can transform each claim from a value to a single component function.
For each entity, standard KDE is to find a function which is similar to all the
component functions. Meanwhile, KDE can be applied for both categorical
and quantitative data through choosing different kernels. Then the multi-
modality of opinion distribution can be preserved through this technique.
Below is an example illustrating this idea.
Example 4. Each single component for Entity 4 in Table 2.1 is plotted in Figure
2.1 as the grey dotted line; each single component for Entity 2 in Table 2.2
is plotted in Figure 2.2 as the grey dotted line. The standard KDE for the
opinion of Entity 4 in Table 2.1 and the opinion of Entity 2 in Table 2.2
are plotted in Figure 5.2 and Figure 2.2 as the black solid line, and the
controversial opinion can be preserved in this way as peaks.
We also notice that Source 5 in both examples 1 and 2 consistently con-
taminates the data but in KDE model, component functions are equally
weighted. Thus in this study, we believe that reliable source provides trust-
worthy claims. Then Part I can be regarded as an optimization framework
to find a target function which can minimize the weighted difference between
the target function and each single component function, where the weight
reflects corresponding source reliability. Here we illustrate how the Part I of
TOM is able to capture source reliability through a nonparametric method
of KDE from multiple sources.
Example 3. In Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2, the output from Part I of TOM is
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Truth
Discovery
Trustworthy Opinion
Discovery
input entities; claims; sources.
target
truth
(fixed value)
trustworthy opinion
(random variable)
output value for truth
probability distribution for opinion
- if truth exists: value for truth
- otherwise: single or multiple representative values
source
reliability? Yes
multi-modality
detection? No Yes
Anomaly
detection? No Yes
Robust to
outliers?
(numeric data)
No Yes
Table 2.3: Truth Discovery v.s. Trustworthy Opinion Discovery.
plotted as the red solid line. We notice that compared with the standard
KDE, Part I of TOM can reduce the effect of untrustworthy data provided
by Source 5 in both categorical and quantitative case.
Once the reliable pdf of the categorical or quantitative opinion is obtained in
Part I, we can work on Part II and cluster claims based on this function.
Within each cluster, we can regard the mode or the claim with the largest pdf
value as a representative candidate. If we know truth exists for the entity,
the most trustworthy candidate will be reported as the truth and others will
be treated as outliers. Through this approach, TOM is robust to outliers
and can naturally detect outliers. Thus different from other truth discov-
ery models, no additional outlier detection procedure is needed for TOM.
If the truth existence cannot be ensured, by setting a confidence threshold,
we can report single or multiple representative values as trustworthy opinion
instances, identify uni-modality/multi-modality and detect anomaly obser-
vations.
2.3 Contributions of this Study
. The classical truth discovery task and our trustworthy opinion discovery
task are compared in Table 2.3. Generally, these two kinds of problems take
the same input and both involve source reliability. However, their output
formats are different and ideally an trustworthy opinion discovery model can
be compatible with classical truth discovery task when truth existence can
be ensured. Now we conclude contributions of this study as follows.
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• Different from previous truth discovery models, we raise a new but
closely related problem – trustworthy opinion discovery. We replace
the concept of truth by the concept of trustworthy opinion, model the
uncertainty of quantitative opinion and regard the opinion as a random
variable;
• A nonparametric approach in Part I of TOM is proposed to estimate
opinion distribution and source reliability score simultaneously, which
can model different shapes of density functions and perceive multiple
modes;
• TOM is compatible with traditional numeric truth discovery task, and
could be significantly robust to outliers;
• Based on the opinion distribution estimation from Part I of TOM, we
can summarize one or more representative values, distinguish controver-
sial entities from consistent entities (uni-modal/multi-modal detection)
and identify abnormal claims (anomaly detection) in Part II.
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Chapter 3 Problem Setting
In this chapter, we formally define the trustworthy opinion discovery task.
We first define some basic terms:
Definition 3.0.1
• An entity is an object of interest.
• A claim is a value provided by a source for an entity, which can be
categorical or quantitative.
• A trustworthy opinion is a random variable whose distribution de-
scribes the categorical/quantitative trustworthy information of an en-
tity.
• A truth is a fixed value regarding an entity which can be consistently
agreed. If truth exists for an entity, it can be distinguished based on
the distribution of trustworthy opinion.
• The representative value(s) of an opinion could be one or more
significant trustworthy values summarized based on the opinion distri-
bution.
• The confidence of a representative value is a score that measures
the significance level of the representative value of an opinion. Higher
confidence indicates this representative value is more trustworthy and
vice versa.
• A source reliability score describes the possibility of a source pro-
viding trustworthy claims. Higher source reliability score indicates that
the source is more reliable and vice versa.
Notice that in this study, we only discuss the categorical/quantitative opinion
with single value setting, which means the trustworthy opinion is either a
discrete or numeric random variable. Then we define the trustworthy opinion
discovery task as follows:
Definition 3.0.2 (Trustworthy Opinion Discovery)
For a set of entities N of interest, claims are collected from a set of sources
12
Notation Definition
Ni the i-th entity
N N := {N1, ..., Nn}; a set of n entities
Sj the j-th source
S S := {S1, ..., Sm}; a set of m sources
cj the reliability score of the j-th source
Nj the set of index of entities where claims are
provided by the j-th source
nj the number of entities where claims are
provided by the j-th source
Si the set of index of sources who provide
claims for the i-th entity
mi the number of sources who provides claims
for the i-th entity
xij the claim provided by the j-th source for
the i-th entity
xijh the h-th component of xij when the claim
provided by the j-th source for the i-th en-
tity is categorical
Xi Xi = {xij}j∈Si ; the set of mi claims for the
i-th entity
X X = ∪ni=1Xi; the set of claims for all the
entities
ti the trustworthy opinion for the i-th entity,
which is a random variable
fi the probability density function of ti
t∗ik the k-th representative value of ti
ki the number of representative values of ti
T ∗i T ∗i := {t∗i1, ..., t∗iki}; the set of ki represen-
tative values of the trustworthy opinion ti
Table 3.1: Notation
S. The uncertainty-aware trustworthy opinion discovery task is to estimate
the probability density function of the trustworthy opinion of each entity, and
identify the reliability level of each source simultaneously.
To better understand the estimated opinion distribution, we then summa-
rize the representative values and associated confidence scores based on the
estimated probability density function of the opinion. Details about this
procedure will be introduced in the following chapter.
All the notations used in this study has been summarized in Table 3.1.
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Chapter 4 Method
Generally, the Trustworthy Opinion Model (TOM), which is a method for
uncertainty-aware categorical/quantitative trustworthy information summa-
rization, can be divided into two steps: 1) estimating the density function of
the opinion of each entity; and 2) summarizing the trustworthy information
based on estimated opinion distribution.
4.1 Step I: Kernel Density Estimation from Multiple
Sources
In this section, we first introduce the intuition and a density estimation
method without distinguishing sources. Then we discussion the kernel selec-
tion for categorical and quantitative opinion, respectively. Finally we intro-
duce our model and the algorithm.
4.1.1 Intuition: from a Real Coordinate Space to a Function
Space
Suppose the claim set for the i-th entity is denoted by {xij ∈ Rd, j ∈ Si}.
For the traditional truth discovery task, a straightforward estimation of the
truth is the sample mean. By introducing the concept of source reliability, the
format of weighted sample mean is applied in several existing numeric truth
discovery methods [11,12]. Here the weights correspond to source reliability
scores.
As discussed before, in our uncertain-opinion setting, to model the uncer-
tainty of opinion, we need to map truths and claims from real values/vectors
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to functions. Therefore, we define this mapping for the i-th entity as
Φi : R
d → Hi
x 7→ Khi(·,x) := Φi(x),
(4.1)
where Khi is a translation invariant, symmetric, positive semi-definite kernel
function with bandwidth hi (hi > 0) for the i-th entity. Khi needs to satisfy
Khi(·,x) ≥ 0 and
∫
Khi(x
′,x)dx′ = 1, so that it can be ensured as a proba-
bility density. Different kernels are chosen for different type of data and we
will illustrate the kernel selection in the next section.
By applying this kind of mapping, we have following analogies of previous
sample mean and weighted sample mean:
sample mean︷ ︸︸ ︷
1
mi
∑
j∈Si
xij 7→
sample mean function, i.e. KDE︷ ︸︸ ︷
1
mi
∑
j∈Si
Φi(xij) (4.2)
weighted sample mean︷ ︸︸ ︷
1
mi
∑
j∈Si
wijxij 7→
weighted sample mean function︷ ︸︸ ︷
1
mi
∑
j∈Si
wijΦi(xij) (4.3)
where Φi(xij) = Khi(·,xij) and
∑
j∈Si wij = 1. The sample mean function
in (4.2) can be written as
fˆi(ti) =
1
mi
∑
j∈Si
Khi(ti,xij), (4.4)
which is the standard Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) [20] of the opinion
ti. By considering source trustworthiness, we have the extended weighted
sample mean function in (4.3). The major task in Step I of our TOM
model is to find the specific pdf estimation in this format.
In preparation for subsequent analysis, we need to look at the kernel tech-
nique in detail and define inner product, norm and distance for this function
space. Each positive semi-definite kernel Khi is associated with a reproduc-
ing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) Hi [25]. For x ∈ Rd, we have Φi(x) =
Khi(·,x) ∈ Hi , 1mi
∑
j∈Si Φi(xij) ∈ Hi and 1mi
∑
j∈Si wijΦi(xij) ∈ Hi .
Inner Product. Based on the reproducing property, for g ∈ Hi, x ∈ Rd,
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we have the definition of inner product [25]
〈Φi(x), g〉Hi = g(x). (4.5)
Specially, by taking g = Khi(·,x′) = Φi(x′), we have
〈Φi(x),Φi(x′)〉Hi = Khi(x,x′). (4.6)
Norm and Distance. Then we have the definition of the norm ‖ · ‖:
‖f‖Hi =
√
〈f, f〉Hi , (4.7)
and the definition of distance between two functions f, g ∈ Hi:
‖f − g‖ =
√
‖f‖2Hi − 2 〈f, g〉+ ‖g‖2Hi . (4.8)
4.1.2 Kernel Selection
For quantitative data, a typical kernel example is Gaussian kernel:
Khi(x
′,x) = (
1√
2pihi
)d exp(−(‖x
′ − x‖
hi
)2), (4.9)
which is used in all the experiments in this study. If Gaussian kernel is ap-
plied, we notice that the function transformation of xij, Φi(xij) = Khi(·,xij),
is a density function of Gaussian distribution.
For categorical opinion, the kernel is designed in the following way. We
propose to represent categorical data using binary vectors. For instance, for
an multiple choice questions with four answer choices ABCD, choice A can be
coded as (1, 0, 0, 0) , choice B can be coded as (0, 1, 0, 0), and etc. Formally,
if an entity n has k possible values and xn is the i-th value, then the claim
vector for xn is defined as ~xn = (0, ..., 1, 0, ..., 0)
T , where 1 is the i-th value.
Since different sources may format same value differently, we need to detect
it according some standardization and normalization rules and present them
as the same binary vector.
Based on our presentation of categorical opinion, the kernel design imple-
mentation should be: 1) Discrete because we consider the estimation of pdf
defined over discrete data; and 2) Time efficient for high dimensional data.
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Let ti denote a k x 1 discrete variable and now we consider the case where
ti is a k-dimensional binary variable, ti ∈ {0, 1}k. We denote {0, 1}k by Ψ
and let p(·) denote the probability function of ti. We use xijh to denote the
h-th component of xij, when xij is the categorical claim provided by the j-th
source for i-th entity. For xijh ∈ {0, 1} define an univariate kernel function
l(x′ijh,xijh) = 1− λ if x′ijh = xijh, and l(x′ijh,xijh) = λ if x′ijh 6= xijh
l(x′ijh,xijh) =
1− λ, if x′ijh = xijhλ, otherwise (4.10)
where λ is a smoothing parameter. For the mulFvariate data, we generalize
the univariate kernel to a standard product kernel given by
Φ(x′ij,xij, λ) =
k∏
h=1
l(x′ijh,xijh)
= (1− λ)I(x′ijh−xijh)λk−I(x′ijh−xijh)
= (1− λ)k−dijλdijh
where dijh equals the number of disagreement elements between x
′
ij and
xij, while I(·) is the usual indicator function. Then, we get the probability
function by
fˆi(ti) =
1
mi
∑
j∈Si
Φ(x′ij,xij, λ) (4.11)
The parameter λ can be optimized through minimizing the cross-validated
sum of squared differences between fˆi(·) and fi(·). Notice that here we use
a scalar λ for expositional simplicity. For each component of xij, one may
use a different λ as the smoothing parameter, so that λ is a k-dimensional
vector. However, dealing with a k-dimensional vector of λ would make the
notation and proof much more clumsy, so we only consider the λ as a scalar.
4.1.3 Kernel Density Estimation from Multiple Sources
We now define Step I of our model TOM – Kernel Density Estimation
from Multiple Sources, by introducing the source weight and minimizing the
loss on different entities together.
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Particularly, we need to find a set of functions fi ∈ Hi, i = 1, ..., n and
a set of numbers cj ∈ R+, j = 1, ...,m, which can minimize the total loss
function
J(f1, ..., fn; c1, ..., cm) =
n∑
i=1
1
mi
∑
j∈Si
cj‖Φi(xij)− fi‖2Hi (4.12)
where mi is the number of provided claims for the i-th entity, and c1, ..., cm
satisfy
m∑
j=1
nj exp(−cj) = 1. (4.13)
where nj is the number of claims provided by Sj. Suppose fˆ
StepI
i is the output
for fi from this framework. Then fˆ
StepI
i is defined as the density estimation
for ti, the trustworthy opinion of the i-th entity (i = 1, ..., n).
In (4.12), cj reflects the trustworthiness level of source Sj and ‖Φi(xij)−
fi‖Hi measures the distance between the opinion density fi and Φi(xij), the
function transformation of the claim xij provided by Sj. If Sj is reliable, it
will give large penalty to the distance and vice versa. We use the constraint
(4.13) to ensure the number of solutions for c1, ..., cm is finite and this op-
timization problem is convex if f1, ..., fn are given. In (4.13), nj is used to
model the involvement level of source Sj.
To minimize the total loss function (4.12) with constraint (4.13), we further
convert the problem into an optimization problem without constraint. That
is to find a set of functions fi ∈ Hi for i = 1, ..., n, a set of numbers cj ∈ R+
for j = 1, ...,m, and a real number λ to minimize the new loss function
Q(f1, ..., fn; c1, ..., cm;λ)
=J(f1, ..., fn; c1, ..., cm) + λ(
m∑
j=1
nj exp(−cj)− 1).
(4.14)
For Rd and the function F : Rd → R, the Gateaux differentials of F at
x ∈ Rd with incremental h ∈ Rd is
dF (x;h) = lim
α→0
F (x+ αh)
α
=
d
dα
F (x+ αh)
∣∣∣
α=0
, (4.15)
if the limit exists for all h ∈ Rd. Then a necessary condition for F to achieve
a minimum at x0 is dF (x0;h) = 0 for ∀h ∈ Rd. We thus have the
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following lemma:
Lemma 4.1.0.1 For ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n}, given {c1, ..., cm ∈ R+}, {fj ∈ Hj|j =
1, ..., n, j 6= i} and λ ∈ R, the Gateaux differential of Q at fi ∈ Hi with
incremental h ∈ Hi can be given by
diQ(f1, ..., fn; c1, ..., cm;λ)
=
d
dα
Q(f1, ..., fi(x+ αh), ..., fn; c1, ..., cm;λ)
∣∣∣
α=0
=− 〈Vi(fi),h〉Hi ,
(4.16)
where Vi(fi) =
2
mi
∑
j∈Si
cj(Φi(xij)− fi).
We can prove this lemma by applying similar technique in [21]. Given
c1, ..., cm ∈ R+, a necessary condition for fi = fˆStepIi is Vi(fi) = 2mi
∑
j∈Si
cj(Φi(xij)−
fi) = 0 . By solving it, we have the following theorem for fi ∈ Hi:
Theorem 4.1.1 Suppose c1, ..., cm ∈ R+ are fixed, the estimation for fi ∈
Hi, i = 1, ..., n can be given by a weighted kernel density estimation
fˆStepIi =
∑
j∈Si
wijΦi(xij), (4.17)
where wij = cj/(
∑
j′∈Si
cj′).
Notice that if sources are equally reliable, we have c1 = ... = cm and the
estimated pdf from (4.17) is the same output from standard KDE.
If fi ∈ Hi,∀i = 1, .., n are fixed, by solving the equations ∂∂cjQ = 0 and
∂
∂λ
Q = 0, and calculating ∂
2
∂2cj
Q for j = 1, ...,m, we have the following
theorem for c1, ..., cm ∈ R+:
Theorem 4.1.2 Suppose fi ∈ Hi, i = 1, ..., n are fixed, the objective problem
Q is a convex optimization problem. The optimal solution for cj ∈ R+,
j = 1, ...,m is
cj = − log

1
nj
∑
i∈Nj
1
mi
‖Φi(xij)− fi‖2Hi
m∑
j′=1
∑
i∈Nj′
1
mi
‖Φi(xij′)− fi‖2Hi
 . (4.18)
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Therefore, we can apply a block coordinate descent [26] iterative method,
which can keep reducing the total loss function (4.12), to obtain the estimated
densities fˆi, i = 1, ..., n and source weight scores cj, j = 1, ...,m. This method
is concluded as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 TOM Algorithm
(a) Initialize c
(0)
1 = ... = c
(0)
j = ... = c
(0)
m ;
(b) Update fˆi by
fˆ
(k+1)
i =
∑
j∈Si
w
(k)
ij Φi(xij),
where w
(k)
ij =
c
(k)
j∑
j′∈Si
c
(k)
j′
, i = 1, ..., n;
(c) Update cj by
c
(k+1)
j = − log

1
nj
∑
i∈Nj
1
mi
‖Φi(xij)− fˆ (k+1)i ‖2Hi
m∑
j′=1
∑
i∈Nj′
1
mi
‖Φi(xij′)− fˆ (k+1)i ‖2Hi
 ;
j = 1, ...,m
(d) Repeat (b) and (c) until the total loss J(f1, ..., fn; c1, ..., cm) showed in (4.12)
does not change.
The general principle of Algorithm 1 is that we start with the opinion
density functions obtained from standard KDE and then iteratively update
the opinion distributions and the source reliability scores. If obtained opinion
densities are closer to the real trustworthy opinion distributions, then preciser
source reliability scores can be obtained based on (4.18). On the other hand,
if the updated source reliability scores are more accurate, then we can obtain
preciser trustworthy opinion densities based on (4.17). The opinion can be
either categorical and quantitative, as long as we select proper kernels for each
of them. Therefore, these two updating procedures can mutually enhance
each other.
Specifically in Algorithm 1, since
fˆ
(k+1)
i =
∑
j∈Si
w
(k)
ij Φij
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Figure 4.1: Source reliability score cj in each iteration for Example 1.
where Φij is the shorthand of Φi(xij), we have
‖Φi(xij)− fˆ (k+1)i ‖2Hi = ‖Φij −
∑
j′∈Si
w
(k)
ij′ Φij′‖2Hi
=‖Φij‖2Hi − 2
∑
l∈Si
w
(k)
il 〈Φij ,Φil〉+
∑
l,l′∈Si
w
(k)
il w
(k)
il′ 〈Φil,Φil′〉
=Khi(xij ,xij)− 2
∑
l∈Si
w
(k)
il Khi(xij ,xil) +
∑
l,l′∈Si
w
(k)
il w
(k)
il′ Khi(xil,xil′)
In our model, hi can be decided either based the data or based on prior
knowledge. Details about bandwidth selection will be introduced in the ex-
periment part. Here we show how the algorithm works on the aforementioned
example.
Example 5. For data in table Table 2.1 and Table 2.2, we start with the equally
weighted sources and calculate the source reliability score (cj) in each itera-
tion in Algorithm 1. The results are showed in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2,
from which we notice that the source reliability score of Source 5 in both
case can be constantly reduced while others can be constantly increased until
convergence in Step I of TOM. Here hi is set to be:
MADi = median{‖xij −median{xij′}j′∈Si‖}j∈Si .
4.1.4 Time Complexity and Practical Issues
In each iteration, for each entity, the most time consuming part is to
compute ‖Φi(xij) − fˆ (k+1)i ‖2Hi , which takes O(m2i ) time, where mi is the
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Figure 4.2: Source reliability score cj in each iteration for Example 2.
number of claims for the i-th entity. Thus it takes O(
∑n
i=1m
2
i ) time for each
iteration and O(k
∑n
i=1m
2
i ) for the whole Step I of TOM, where k is the
number of iterations (k < 10 in our experiments).
In some real cases, although data are numeric and the number of claims is
significantly large, the possible values are limited. For example, the values
of rating scores are usually integers from 1–5 or from 1–10. In such cases, for
each entity, we can easily map these claims to corresponding values. Then
we can compute the kernel basis K(xij,xij′) and the distance ‖Φi(xij) −
fˆ
(k+1)
i ‖2Hi only for mapped values. The time cost for each iteration thus
becomes
∑n
i=1 v
2
i , where vi is the number of claimed values for the i-th entity.
4.2 Step II: Trustworthy Information Summarization
Based on the Opinion Distribution
Once the opinion density estimation fˆStepIi for each entity Ni is obtained,
the Step II of TOM is to summarize the opinion, which is to find the rep-
resentative values from opinions. To achieve this goal, we first cluster the
claims based on different rules for categorical and quantitative opinions, re-
spectively. Then from these clusters, we can summarize the representative
values and corresponding confidence values based on different user prefer-
ences.
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Signal Los Angeles Salt Lake City Champaign
accuweather
Condition 0.666 0.790 0.822
Humidity 0.723 0.658 0.823
Pressure 0.897 0.900 0.713
Temperature 0.899 0.752 0.750
cnn
Condition 0.785 0.787 0.831
Humidity 0.790 0.671 0.845
Pressure 0.783 0.891 0.699
Temperature 0.856 0.763 0.735
climation
Condition 0.670 0.642 0.814
Humidity 0.731 0.723 0.810
Pressure 0.889 0.770 0.737
Temperature 0.880 0.687 0.762
Table 4.1: Example 6: Source dependency based on accuracy on categorical
data.
4.2.1 Clustering Claims for Categorical Opinions
For categorical opinions, since distance is not defined on categorical data,
we can not simply cluster claims based on peaks. Instead, we cluster claims
based on source dependencies. The underlying idea for using dependency in-
formation to find out clusters is because sources related with each other have
higher chance to provide similar claims to an particular entity. For example,
if source A directly copy or partially copy the information from source B,
then their claims are more likely to be similar, which means they are more
likely to be in the same cluster. For each entity, the source dependencies
are estimated based on the source accuracy in each signal or attribute. The
sources for a particular entity with closer accuracy scores on more signals
are considered to be more dependent on that entity. Then, for each entity,
based on each sources’ accuracy score on every signal, we apply hierarchical
clustering algorithm to form the cluster. To calculate the accuracy score
for a given signal, we estimate by averaging the probability of each source
lying in the majority. For a categorical signal, we use the median of ordered
histogram to determine the majority; for a quantitative signal, we shrink the
interval size by half until there is no majority interval. The cluster is denoted
as Cik and the confidence of this cluster is defined as cik =
∑
j:xij∈Cik wij.
Example 6. Table 4.1 is a example to illustrate source dependency estimation
for each entity based on accuracy for categorical data. We got three cities
as entity and three weather websites as the source, and each website provide
claims for each entity on four signals: Condition, Humidity, Pressure, and
Temperature. For entity city Los Angeles, we can find out the accuracy for
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sources accuweather and climation are very close on all the four signals,
and different from the accuracy for source cnn. So sources accuweather
and climation have a higher dependency score and are therefore in the same
cluster, while cnn is another cluster. Similarly, for entity Salt Lake City,
sources accuweather and cnn are in the same cluster while climation is
in another. Finally, for entity Champaign, since the accuracy for all the
sources on all signals are close, they can be clustered together.
Summarizing Trustworthy Information. We first summarize the repre-
sentative candidate value within each cluster. For each entity Ni, within each
cluster Cik, the categorical claim with the largest density value is regarded
as a representative candidate
tˆ∗ik = arg max
xij∈Cik
fˆStepIi (xij). (4.19)
Then we screen these candidates based on certain criteria and report repre-
sentative values of the opinion.
4.2.2 Clustering Claims for Quantitative Opinions
For quantitative opinions, we can use DENCLUE 2.0 [27] to cluster claims
{xij, j ∈ Si} and calculate the center of each cluster based on the opinion
distribution. DENCLUE 2.0 [27], a hill-climbing procedure which assigns
each claim to its nearest mode based on the density function, is applied in
this part. Specifically, taking Gaussian kernel as example, the gradient of
fˆStepIi (ti) is given by
∇fˆStepIi (ti) =
1
hd+1i
∑
j∈Si
wijKhi(xij , ti) · (xij − ti). (4.20)
By setting it to zero, we obtain an update rule:
t
(l+1)
i =
∑
j∈Si
wijKhi(xij , t
(l)
i )xij∑
j∈Si
wijKhi(xij , t
(l)
i )
(4.21)
For each entity Ni, the procedure starts at each claim xij and iteratively
update it based on (4.21) until convergence. For claims which converge to
the same mode xˆik, we cluster them together. The cluster is denoted as Cik
and the confidence of this cluster is defined as cik =
∑
j:xij∈Cik wij.
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Summarizing Trustworthy Information. We first summarize the repre-
sentative candidate value within each cluster. Then we screen these candi-
dates based on certain criteria and report representative values of the opinion
based on user preferences. Here we introduce one user preferences as follows.
• “Discrete” vs. “Continuous”. Although our model is designed for
numeric data, in real cases, e.g., “the number of Solar System plan-
ets”, numeric claims may share discrete property as well and users may
believe that a representative value should be from provided claims.
In this case, for each entity Ni, within each cluster Cik, the claim
with the largest density value is regarded as a representative candi-
date (“Discrete”):
tˆ∗ik = arg max
xij∈Cik
fˆStepIi (xij). (4.22)
However, if users believe that a representative candidate may not be
claimed or observed by any sources, then the associated mode xˆik can
be regarded as a representative candidate (“Continuous”):
tˆ∗ik = xˆik. (4.23)
4.2.3 Single Truth or Multiple Controversies
If users believe truth exists for an entity, we only report the candidate with
largest associated cluster confidence as the truth. Thus the set of reported
single truth is (“Single”)
T ∗i = {arg max
tˆ∗ik
cik}. (4.24)
However, as we discussed before, if the truth existence cannot be ensured,
then single or multiple representative values of opinion may be reported. If
we are given a threshold thr ≥ 0, then we only keep those candidates whose
confidences are larger than thr and re-normalize their confidence scores. In
this case, the set of reported representative values of opinion is (“Multiple”)
T ∗i = {tˆ∗ik|cik > thr}. (4.25)
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In the above two scenarios, we mark those claims within deleted candidates’
associated clusters as outliers or anomaly observations.
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Chapter 5 Experiments
In this section, we test our proposed model TOM on several synthetic
datasets and real world applications. These experiments can be categorized
as two kinds of tasks:
1. Traditional truth discovery from contaminated data (assume single
truth existence can be ensured)
2. Multi-modality detection and anomaly detection (assume truth exis-
tence cannot be ensured).
The result shows that TOM reveals superiority not only when the objective
truth exists, but also when the truth existence can not be ensured. In ad-
dition, we compare our model with 8 baselines in 6 datasets, which would
substantially strengthen the persuasiveness of our model.
5.1 Traditional Categorical and Quantitative Truth
Discovery
As discussed before, TOM is compatible with traditional single truth dis-
covery task and can be more robust to outliers compared with traditional
methods. Therefore, in this section, we conduct several sets of experiments
to verify the capability and superiority of TOM regarding this task.
5.1.1 Datasets
A set of synthetic datasets Synthetic(unimodal) and two real world
datasets Population(outlier) [2] and Book [16] are used for this task.
• The Book dataset is a real dataset containing 894 bookstores and 34,031
listings (i.e., bookstore selling a book). It is used to test the performance of
our model dealing with categorical data. This dataset is originally published
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by the author of [16] and has been studied in some truth discovery studies
[28, 29]. There are 1,265 books about computer science and engineering in
sum, for which each book corresponds to several online bookstores that sell
the book. The information from each store includes the price, the authors,
and a short description. On the average, each book has 5.4 different sets of
authors, which are indicated by different bookstores. In this case, we regard
the bookstores as the sources and books as the entities.
• Synthetic(unimodal) is used to test the performance of our model deal-
ing with quantitative data, which is a set of one-dimensional (d = 1) syn-
thetic datasets and is generated as follows. For each single dataset in
Synthetic(unimodal), we generate 100 entities, 200 candidate sources and
the reflection of their associated reliability scores σ2j , j = 1, .., 200. We mark
200 × p sources as “unreliable” and the remaining 200 × (1 − p) sources as
“reliable”. If a source Sj is reliable, we generate σj ∼ U(0.01, 0, 05); if Sj is
unreliable, σj is generated from U(1, 5). For each entity Ni, we generate the
number of claims mi from Possion distribution P(λ) and randomly select
mi sources to provide claims for this entity. We only set one ground-truthed
opinion value t∗i = 1 for each entity Ni and the selected source Sj provides
a claim xij from Gaussian distribution N(t
∗
i , σ
2
j ).
By doing so, we notice that unreliable sources may be significantly unreliable
and their claims are likely to be extreme values. The parameter p here indi-
cates the portion of unreliable sources and λ indicates the average number
of claims for each entity. We test our model for p = 0.2 and λ = 3, 5, 7, 9.
To reduce the random error, we generate 50 datasets for each pair of param-
eters and report the average MAE and RMSE. In addition, we normalize
the original claims {xij}j∈Si by its mean (x¯i =
∑
xij/mi) and standard
deviation (sdi =
√∑ ‖xij − x¯i‖2/mi). Then we use the normalized z-score
({(xij−x¯i)/sdi} as input for our model and all the baseline methods. When
we obtain the output, we use the denormalized truths (sdi×ti+ x¯i) for eval-
uation.
• The Population(outlier) dataset is about the Wikipedia edit history re-
garding city population in given years. It is used to test the performance
of our model dealing with quantitative data. This dataset is originally pub-
lished by the author of [2] and has been studied in some truth discovery
studies [7, 11]. We remove some obviously-wrong claims which are more
than 108, keep only the latest claim for the same source and the same entity,
and remove entities whose claims are all the same. However, different from
previous studies, we didn’t apply any additional outlier detection procedures
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Dataset #entity #source #claim
time
cost
Book 1254 894 34031 0.5627s
Population(outlier) 1124 2344 4008 0.2740s
Tripadvisor:
(overall) 1759 145,291 175,766 25.85s
(value) 1759 121,480 144,128 18.88s
(rooms) 1759 122,990 146,234 19.54s
(location) 1759 107,182 124,145 15.10s
(cleanliness) 1759 122,995 146,213 18.86s
(check in) 1759 107,271 124,259 16.99s
(service) 1759 120,801 142,991 20.25s
(business service) 1759 74,227 83,670 9.356s
(Here time cost is the average time for each iteration in Step I and based on seconds.)
Table 5.1: Basic statistics of Book, Population(outlier), and
Tripadvisor datasets and time cost from TOM on these datasets.
and treat the original contaminated dataset as input. The input dataset con-
tains 4008 claims for 1124 entities from 2344 sources. Among these entities,
259 are randomly selected to be labeled with true populations. Basic statis-
tics of this dataset are shown in Table 5.1. Each entity may contain outliers
but the truth existence can be ensured. The same normalization technique
as the Synthetic(unimodal) dataset is used as well.
5.1.2 Performance Measures
For this task, we assume that truth existence can be ensured. Thus for
each entity we have only one real truth t∗i and one estimated value tˆ
∗
i . For
categorical opinion, the user preference for this kind of experiments should
be “Discrete”+“Single”. Specifically, to measure the performance of mod-
els, we measure precision, the proportion of the identified truth claim that
are real truth, and recall, the proportion of real truth that are identified.
We also compute the F-measure as 2PR
P+R
, where P is the precision and R
is the recall. For quantitative opinion, the user preference should be “Dis-
crete”+“Single” or “Continuous”+“Single” and we try both in our exper-
iments. We can use the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Rooted Mean
Squared Error (RMSE) to measure the performance of models, which are de-
fined as MAE = 1
n
∑n
i=1 ‖t∗i − tˆ∗i ‖ and RMSE =
√
1
n
∑n
i=1 ‖t∗i − tˆ∗i ‖2. Here
smaller MAE or RMSE indicates better performance.
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5.1.3 Baseline
Since our model TOM uses the method of Kernel Density Estimation from
multiple sources, we conduct standard kernel density estimation (KDE) [20]
and robust kernel density estimation (RKDE) with Hampel’s loss function
[21] as two of the baselines. Compared with standard KDE, RKDE is a
state-of-art M-estimation based kernel density estimation method which is
more robust with outliers.
For the categorical case, within these three models, we first conduct exper-
iments based on user preference of “Discrete”+“Single” (TOM d, KDE d,
RKDE d). Since the truth existence can be ensured, we also implement
several state-of-art truth discovery models on the Book dataset for compari-
son, which includes TruthFinder [16] and AccuSim [17]. Details for these
baselines are provided in the related work Section in Chapter 1. We also
add another baseline Voting where data are regarded as categorical and the
majority value is assigned as the truth.
For the quantitative case, within the same three models as categorical case,
we conduct experiments based on user preference of both “Discrete”+“Single”
(TOM d, KDE d, RKDE d) and “Continuous”+“Single” (TOM c, KD-
E c, RKDE c). Since truth existence can be ensured, we also apply several
state-of-art truth discovery models on these datasets. Particularly, the follow-
ing models are applied as additional baselines on both Synthetic(unimodal)
and Population(outlier): Mean, Median, Trut-hFinder [16], AccuSim
[17], GTM [7], CRH [12] and CATD [11]. Different from the categori-
cal case, GTM, CRH, and CATD are traditional numeric truth discov-
ery models and we include them in our quantitative case. Details about
these methods could be found in the related work Section in Chapter 1. For
Population(outlier), in addition to these numeric truth discovery models,
we add another baseline Voting similar with the categorical case.
5.1.4 Results
Results of experiments on the Book dataset are shown in Table 5.2. Aver-
age time cost of each iteration in our TOM model on this dataset is reported
in Table 5.1. Based on Table 5.2, TOM has the best performance compared
with the performance of KDE and RKDE based on the measurement of
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Figure 5.1: Results of experiments on synthetic uni-modal datasets
Synthetic(uni).
Method Precision Recall F-measure
TOM d 0.839 0.856 0.847
KDE d 0.733 0.698 0.715
RKDE d 0.716 0.704 0.710
Voting 0.617 0.396 0.482
TruthFinder 0.827 0.840 0.833
AccuSim 0.644 0.494 0.560
Table 5.2: Results of experiments on the Book dataset.
precision and recall, which obviously makes sense because the performance
of KDE and RKDE could be improved through considering source quality.
The Voting method does not perform well because it is too straightforward
and primitive. Meanwhile, for the other two baselines, TruthFinder per-
forms much better than AccuSim, and almost achieve a tie performance
with TOM. However, since TruthFinder could not consider the case when
objective truth can not be ensured, TOM is more robust and comprehensive.
Results of experiments on Synthetic(unimodal) are showed in Figure 5.1.
From Figure 5.1, we can conclude that TOM d and TOM c generally out-
perform other baselines based on MAE and RMSE. We notice that TOM d
and TOM c always have better performance than KDE d, RKDE d and
KDE c, RKDE c, which indicate that source quality is important in our
uncertain-opinion assumption. We notice that results from traditional nu-
meric truth discovery models GTM, CRH, and CATD are not very good
while results from TruthFinder and AccuSim are better, which are origi-
nally designed for categorical data and extended to handle numeric claims.
One possible reason could be for TruthFinder and AccuSim, claims are
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Method MAE RMSE
TOM d 1547 8884
KDE d 1630 8900
RKDE d 1687 9093
TOM c 1875 9912
KDE c 2024 10408
RKDE c 2096 10643
Mean 200917 1136605
Median 11075 129850
Voting 18813 259066
TruthFinder 1551 8892
AccuSim 20819 259948
GTM 317444 1989964
CRH 219596 1289422
CATD 53750 304781
Table 5.3: Results of experiments on the Population(outlier) dataset.
regarded as separated facts so that the effect of outlier can be alleviated if
no more trustworthy claim supports it. However, in other numeric truth
discovery models, truth is regarded as a fixed value. Since real-value based
distance is usually sensitive to extreme values, additional outlier detection is
always needed for those methods. However, if truth is regarded as a random
variable and its density function is estimated by kernel methods, the effect
of those extreme values can be weaken since we are only interested in the
dominant mode. Therefore, TOM, KDE and RKDE are relatively robust
to outliers compared with traditional numeric truth discovery models.
Results of experiments on Population(outlier) are showed in Table 5.3.
Average time cost of each iteration in our TOM model on this dataset is
reported in Table 5.1. Similar to experiments on Synthetic(unimodal),
TOM has the best performance and the performance of KDE can be im-
proved by considering source quality. Also, traditional numeric models can-
not estimate the truth precisely since they are too sensitive to outliers but
results from TruthFinder and AccuSim are relatively good.
5.2 Multi-modality Detection and Anomaly Detection
A major feature of our model TOM is that it can detect the controversy of
the opinion distribution through multi-modality detection for both categori-
cal and quantitative data. For each entity, the number of reported represen-
tative values may indicate the number of modals of the opinion distribution.
If this number is larger than one, the opinion of this entity may be contro-
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versial. Moreover, outliers can be naturally detected based on the estimated
opinion distribution. Thus we can apply TOM for anomaly detection. In
this section, we conduct experiments on a set of synthetic datasets to verify
the capability and superiority of our TOM regarding multi-modality detec-
tion and anomaly detection on data from multiple sources. In addition, we
provide two real world applications: 1) categorical weather condition sum-
marization, to find out the controversy of a city’s weather conditions at a
particular time provided by different websites; 2) quantitative review rating
summarization, to discover the controversy and consistency of users’ feedback
regarding products.
5.2.1 Datasets
A set of synthetic datasets Synthetic(mix) are used to verify the capabil-
ity and superiority of TOM and two set of real world datasets Weather [30]
and Tripadvisor [31,32] are used for categorical weather condition summa-
rization and users’ rating summarization.
• Weather is a weather condition dataset for 30 major USA cities from 18
websites about every 45 minutes. It is used to test the performance of our
model dealing with categorical data, which is originally published by the
author of [30]. In this dataset, we consider (city, time) as the key. There
are in total 33 collections in a day and thus 990 objects. We manually map
the signals and there are 28 distinct signals. Among them, 10 are provided
by at least 10 sources and 11 are provided by only 1 source; on the other
hand, a source on average provides 11 attributes, while the max is 15 and the
min is 3. There is no ground truth of this dataset, because there is hardly
a true or false notion for weather-related data. However, we do have a
golden standard for this dataset which contains the dependency information
between the websites.
• Synthetic(mix) is a set of one-dimensional (d = 1) synthetic datasets,
whose generating procedure is similar to that of Synthetic(unimodal). The
major difference is that we generate 50 uni-modal entities and 50 bi-modal
entities for each single dataset in Synthetic(mix). Exactly the same gen-
erating procedure is applied on the 50 uni-modal entities. For the other 50
entities, we generate two representative values t∗i1 = 1 and t
∗
i2 ∼ N(1, 10).
For entity Ni, source Sj randomly selects one of t
∗
i1 and t
∗
i2 and provides
a claim xij from N(t
∗
i1, σ
2
j ) or N(t
∗
i2, σ
2
j ). Similarly we test our model for
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p = 0.2 and λ = 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 and generate 50 datasets for each pair of
parameters. We also use the normalized z-score ({(xij − x¯i)/sdi} as input
for our model and all the baseline methods.
• Tripadvisor is a set of review datasets and we only extract ratings from
different users for different hotels. Tripadvisor dataset is originally pub-
lished in [31,32] and contains not only overall ratings but also aspect ratings
regarding 1759 hotels. These aspects ratings include ratings regarding the
value, rooms, location, cleanliness, check in/front desk, service and business
service. Users may provide either ratings for all of these aspects or only a
portion of them. We thus divide Tripadvisor dataset into eight subdatasets
based on the overall rating and aspect ratings – Tripadvisor(overall),
Tripadvisor(value), Tripadvisor(rooms), Tripadvisor(location), Tr-
ipadvisor(cleanliness), Tripadvisor(check in/front desk), Tripad-
visor(service) and Tripadvisor(business service). Basic statistics of
Tripadvisor are included in Table 5.1.
5.2.2 Performance Measures
For each entity Ni in this kind of experiments, since the objective truth
existence could not be ensured, we may have multiple representative values
of the opinion.
For categorical data, the preference of users should obviously be “Dis-
crete”+“Multiple”. For quantitative data, the preference of users for this
task should be “Discrete”+“Multiple” or “Continuous”+“Multiple”. No-
tice that for multi-modality detection and anomaly detection, results based
on these two kinds of preferences are the same because this task is only
related to the clustering procedure. Since we only have groundtruth for
Synthetic(mix), we can only measure the performance on Synthetic(mix).
For Tripadvisor, we provide description analysis instead.
For experiments on Synthetic(mix), if thr is a fixed parameter, we have
• FPR = FP/(FP + TN);
• TPR = TP/(TP + FN).
Specifically, for multi-modality detection, suppose M is the number of modals
we are interested in, Ki is the number of representative values reported from
the model and K∗i is the true number of representative values for the i-th
entity. Then we have
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• TP = ∑ni=1 1{Ki = K∗i = M}
• FP = ∑ni=1 1{Ki = M,K∗i 6= M}
• FN = ∑ni=1 1{Ki 6= M,K∗i = M}
• TN = ∑ni=1 1{Ki 6= M,K∗i 6= M}
Similarly, for anomaly detection, suppose
Aˆij =
1, xij is detected as an anomaly observation;0, otherwise.
Aij =
1, xij is provided by an unreliable source Sj ;0, otherwise.
Then we have
• TP = ∑ni=1∑j∈Si 1{Aˆij = Aij = 1};
• FP = ∑ni=1∑j∈Si 1{Aˆij = 1, Aij = 0};
• FN = ∑ni=1∑j∈Si 1{Aˆij = 0, Aij = 1};
• TN = ∑ni=1∑j∈Si 1{Aˆij = Aij = 0}.
If we set the parameter thr to different values from 0 to 1, we can obtain a set
of values {FPRk, TPRk, k = 1, 2, ..., k∗} which are sorted based on FPRk.
Here we arbitrarily set FPR0 = TPR0 = 0 and FPRk∗+1 = TPRk∗+1 = 1
and an ROC curve can be obtained. Then we use the area under the ROC
curve (AUC) to evaluate the performance:
AUC =
∫ ∞
−∞
TPR d(FPR)
≈
∑
k
(TPRk + TPRk−1)(FPRk − FPRk−1)/2.
(5.26)
5.2.3 Baseline
Similarly, we only introduce the baseline methods for experiments on
Synthetic(mix) because we only have the ground truth for this dataset.
For Synthetic(mix), single truth existence cannot be ensured since a half
of entities are bi-modal. Therefore, in addition to our model TOM, we only
apply KDE and RKDE on this kind of datasets and compare their multi-
modality detection and anomaly detection capabilities. Gaussian kernel is
applied for these methods and hi = MAD
∗
i for all entities in Sythetic(mix).
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Figure 5.2: Results of experiments on synthetic mixed multi-modal datasets
Synthetic(mix).
Dataset Weather Condition
# Bimodal entities 845
# Trimodal entities 157
Table 5.4: Number of detected multimodal entities in Weather datasets.
5.2.4 Results
Results of experiments on the synthetic mixed multi-modal datasets Synth-
etic(mix) are showed in Figure 5.2. Based on Figure 5.2, for uni-modal,
bi-modal, and anomaly detection, our model TOM always has better perfor-
mance than KDE and RKDE based on AUC. We also notice that RKDE
has difficulty in distinguishing multi-modality and anomaly observations in
this set of datasets. A possible reason could be that it tends to predict mi-
nority opinion instances as outliers when the number of claims is limited.
The weather condition of the Weather dataset is used to test the perfor-
mance of TOM for categorical data. since the ground truth does not exist,
we determine the model performance through quality of the identified clus-
ters. The quality of the identified clusters directly affect the effectiveness of
the model. The reason that we could evaluate the results using the quality
of the clusters is because to model the controversy of the opinion, finding
Dataset overall value rooms location
# Bimodal entities 248 234 196 83
# Trimodal entities 1 5 1 1
Dataset cleanliness
check in/
front desk service
business
service
# Bimodal entities 140 223 212 385
# Trimodal entities 5 9 7 10
Table 5.5: Number of detected multimodal entities in Tripadvisor
datasets.
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Source AW CNN WTP HRD USWX WG WUG US
AW 1 0.15 0.67 0.25 0.24 0.24 0.30 0.21
CNN 0.15 1 0.33 0.12 0.46 0.19 0.14 0.17
WTP 0.67 0.33 1 0.34 0.17 0.39 0.25 0.46
HRD 0.25 0.12 0.34 1 0.36 0.26 0.71 0.16
USWX 0.24 0.46 0.17 0.36 1 0.73 0.32 0.14
WG 0.24 0.19 0.39 0.26 0.73 1 0.29 0.83
WUG 0.30 0.14 0.25 0.71 0.32 0.29 1 0.35
US 0.21 0.17 0.46 0.16 0.14 0.83 0.35 1
Table 5.6: Dependencies score between weather sources. Only partial of the
sources are shown here because of not enough space. Specifically, the 4
golden dependencies has the highest score.
out right representation values from right clusters is the most crucial step.
As mentioned in Section 2 of Chapter 4, for each entity, claims are clustered
based on source dependencies, which are determined by sources’ accuracy
score on every signal dimension. We consider 5 signals (condition, tempera-
ture, humidity, pressure, feels like) which are contained by at least 80 percent
of sources.
Specifically, we utilize the golden standard of this dataset, which is the
explicitly mentioned five dependence relationships between the websites, to
estimate the quality of clusters. The golden standard contains 5 source de-
pendencies and are checked by the author of [30] through the source code of
the webpages for URLs and citations of other sources. However, among the
5 dependencies in the golden standard, the author of the dataset mistakenly
included the dependency between cnn and Accuweather. According to the
result in Table 5.6, the dependency score between those 4 website pairs in the
golden standard are much higher than that of the others. This means that
our Model successfully find all the four dependencies in the golden standard
except the wrong one. We visualize the dependencies wae found in Figure
5.3. In addition, The number of detected multi-modal entities in Weather
are displayed in Table 5.4, which illustrates the superiority of our model on
finding controversy and consistency.
For Tripadvisor, since we don’t have groundtruth, we only apply TOM
to estimate the trustworthy rating distribution and reliability scores of sources
and use description analysis to evaluate the results. Since the values of claims
for Tripadvisor can only be selected from {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, we set a fixed band-
width hi = 0.8 and thr = 0.2 for all the entities. Since the rating distributions
of some entities in Tripadvisor may be multi-modal and the representative
values need to be continuous, the user preference for TOM on these datasets
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Figure 5.3: Dependency score between weather sources, the four closest
golden dependency rules are precisely identified and represented by the
solid line labeled from 1 to 4. The next closest silver dependency rules are
represented by the thin line.
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Figure 5.4: Histograms for examples of detected uni-modal, bi-modal and
tri-modal entity examples in the Tripadvisor(location) dataset.
should be “Continuous”+“Multiple”.
Average time costs of each iteration in TOM on this set of datasets are
reported in Table 5.1. The numbers of detected multi-modal entities in
Tripadvisor are displayed in Table 5.5. From Table 5.5, we notice that the
number of detected multi-modal entities in Tripadvisor(location) is much
smaller while the number of detected multi-modal entities in Tripadvisor(b-
usiness service) is larger than others. This indicates that users’ opinions
tend to agree on the location of a hotel while their feedbacks are diverse
regarding the hotel service. In Figure 5.4, we provide histograms and esti-
mated truth densities of one of uni-modal entities, one of bi-modal entities
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- Darker ellipse indicates stronger correlation.
- For source reliability scores, the correlation is calculated based on sources which provide claims for both
aspects of interest.
Figure 5.5: Pairwise correlation of source reliability scores and predicted
numbers of modals for the Tripadvisor datasets.
and one of tri-modal entities from Tripadvisor(location).
We can obtain eight sets of source reliability scores and eight sets of number
of predicted modals regarding different aspects respectively. For these two
kinds of measures, the correlations between each pair of these eight datasets
are calculated and displayed in Figure 5.5. From this figure, we notice that
the correlations of source reliability scores between each pair of aspects are
relatively strong while those of rating consistency are much weaker, which
means source reliability tends to be consistent among different aspects while
the consistency of claims tends to be independent of aspects.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion
In this study, an uncertainty-aware model TOM is introduced. We also
introduce the concept of trustworthy opinion, considering the objective truth
existence can not be ensured. The model can handle both categorical opinion
and quantitative opinion.
The model generally consists of two steps: 1) estimate the probability
density function of the trustworthy opinion from multiple sources; 2) based on
the estimated distribution, summarize the representative opinion instances
through the technique of clustering. For Step I, we use different kernels
for categorical data and quantitative data and then iteratively updating the
entity distribution and source reliability. For Step II, we summarize the
representative values from each cluster based on different clustering method.
Experiments on synthetic and real-world datasets not only indicate that
TOM is more robust to extreme values claimed in multiple sources than
traditional truth discovery models if the single truth existence can be ensured,
but also shows that TOM is good at detecting multi-modality and anomaly
observations.
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